**ACCESSIBLE**
- Ramps provide **access to all** decks, and rubber surfacing providing **traction** for anyone using a mobility device.
- **ADA Accessible** Lady Bug Spring Rider - enjoy the **springing motion** with support, and space to easily transfer in & out.

**INTERACTIVE**
8 interactive play panels including:
- Electronic Music Panels
- PCS Symbols
- Interactive Truck (pictured on right)
- Steering Wheel
- Bubble Panel
- Tic Tac Toe Panel
- Sign Language Panel
- Electronic Animal Sounds

**INCLUSIVE**
- Overhead Ladder & Arm Pedlar: installed at wheelchair height & encourages **upper body strength**.
- Ten Spin: excellent **spinning motion**, lots of space to transfer in and out and a seat depth that makes users feel secure.
- Double wide slide: slide with your best friend, **wide enough to be supported**.
- Raft Swing: Supportive moulding for every user.
- Climbers with **varying degrees of challenge** & multiple roofs for **shade** to protect from harmful UV rays.